Event Type: Fire Ignites Under
UTV Floorboard
Date: May 21, 2017
Location: Moose Creek Prescribed Fire,
Alaska

This Has Happened
Before!
See Page 2
for Details.

NARRATIVE
While using a 2013 Polaris 6x6 UTV on a prescribed fire, an
accumulation of fine fuels located in an enclosed compartment
under the UTV’s floorboard and above the skid plate ignited.
This fire melted a four-inch hole in the skid plate and floorboard
and caused extensive damage to wiring and the gear selector
cable. (See top photo on right.)

LESSONS
 Periodically clean out under floorboards of UTVs.
 Standard operating procedures include hosing down the
under carriage of UTVs after use.
 The compartment under the floorboards is not obvious
and is not easily cleaned by daily washing.
 To thoroughly clean this compartment, the panel on the
floorboard needs to be opened and cleaned out. (Need to
remove the eight T-27 torx screws.)

TOP PHOTO – Shows the damage to the wiring and gear
selector cable caused by the fire that occurred under the
UTV’s floorboard.
BOTTOM PHOTO – Shows some fine fuel accumulation
under a companion UTV’s floorboard.

 A contributing factor to this ignition of the fine fuels was
the fact that they were operating in a dry site. Typically,
spring burning in Alaska involves driving through puddles.
The combination of accumulated fuels and these dry
conditions made the fine fuels available to burn.
 Typically, UTVs function without damage driving through
low-intensity flames.
 All UTVs on this unit will have an inspected and
maintained fire extinguisher mounted on them.
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Two Previous Cases of Vegetation Accumulating Beneath Floor Panel/Skid Plate on UTVs
https://www.wildfirelessons.net/viewdocument/polarisflammable-debris-2014
When they removed the plastic floor panel from their 6x6
Polaris Ranger UTV they found that the entire
compartment underneath the floor panel was completely
full of cured grass, sticks, and other dead vegetation.
Described as looking “like a hay bale,” the material—
packed in tightly—completely filled the compartment.
Given how these machines are operated, it would be very
easy for an external ignition source to light the
accumulated material—causing a fire that would be
extremely hard to access and put out.

http://safenet.nifc.gov/view_safenet.cfm?id=36142&__ncforminfo=9tJAt0U5d_0NmR_i53ZA2fbyBYYO7SxROHDJ50h7GJw9D3Vym6JCCea1CDQbBlw36rySMZvnr16lugmRYDIrzBGk9bq3yqT

Possible vegetation lodged between
skid plate and underbody ignited,
burning a hole through floorboard on
this 2009 Polaris Ranger 6X6 UTV.
Firefighter noticed flames protruding
through the floorboard. A shovel with
sand and the UTV fire extinguisher were
used to suppress the flames.
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